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Abstract—The availability of satellite communication systems
is extremely limited by atmospheric impairments, such as rain
(for radio frequencies) and cloud coverage (for optical frequen-
cies). A solution to this problem is the site diversity technique,
where a network of geographically distributed ground stations
(GSs) can ensure, with high probability, that at least one GS
is available for connection to the satellite at each time period.
However, the installation of redundant GSs induces unnecessary
additional costs for the network operator. In this context, we
study an optimization problem that minimizes the number of re-
quired GSs, subject to availability constraints. First, the problem
is transformed into a binary-integer-linear-programming (BILP)
problem, which is proven to be NP-hard. Subsequently, we design
a branch-and-bound (B&B) algorithm, with global-optimization
guarantee, based on the linear-programming (LP) relaxation and
a greedy method as well. Finally, numerical results show that
the proposed algorithm significantly outperforms state-of-the-art
methods, and has low complexity in the average case.
Index Terms—Satellite communications, site diversity, ground
stations selection, cardinality minimization, combinatorial
optimization, binary integer linear programming, NP-hardness,
linear-programming relaxation, branch-and-bound method.
I. INTRODUCTION
S ITE diversity technique is used to improve the availabilityof satellite communication systems by mitigating the
atmospheric effects [1]. In particular, multiple GSs separated
over long distances receive the same signal from the satellite,
and in this way the probability of all GSs experiencing severe
weather conditions simultaneously is reduced. A joint opti-
mization method for the design of optical satellite networks
is proposed in [2], which consists of two parts. The first
part is the optical-GS positioning optimization performed by
an iterative greedy procedure, while the second part is the
backbone network optimization taking into consideration the
optical fiber cost. In [3], a network optimization method with
reduced complexity is presented, exploiting the single-site
availabilities as well as the correlation between sites.
Furthermore, the optimal location of optical GSs for low-
earth-orbit (LEO) satellite missions is examined in [4] through
multi-objective optimization, using genetic algorithms (GAs)
and considering three performance metrics: system availability,
latency, and network cost. GAs are also used in [5] to minimize
two different objective functions in extremely-high-frequency
(EHF) satellite networks with smart-gateway (SG) diversity.
In addition, the selection of the minimum number of GSs in
optical satellite networks with a medium-earth-orbit (MEO) or
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a geostationary (GEO) satellite is investigated in [6] and [7],
respectively. Both studies present heuristic algorithms of low
complexity, taking into account the spatial correlation as well
as the monthly variability of cloud coverage.
The main contributions of this work compared to exist-
ing approaches are the following: 1) rigorous mathematical
formulation of the optimization problem with a formal proof
of its NP-hardness, 2) system availability guarantee for several
time periods (e.g., months), not only for a year, and 3) unlike
existing methods that provide suboptimal solutions without
any performance guarantee, the designed B&B algorithm
achieves global optimality with low average-case complexity
(i.e., good trade-off between performance and complexity).
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Section
II presents the system model and formulates the optimization
problem, which is transformed into an NP-hard BILP problem
in Section III. Afterwards, a global optimization algorithm
is given in Section IV, while its performance is numerically
analyzed in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
Mathematical notation: The absolute value of a real number
x is denoted by |x|, while |D| = D represents the cardinality
of a set D. Also, 0N /1N stands for the N -dimensional zero/
all-ones vector respectively, and d·e is the ceiling function.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a satellite system with a geostationary satellite
and a ground station network employing site diversity. Specif-
ically, K = {1, 2, . . . ,K} is the set of available locations for
installing a GS (or, equivalently, the set of candidate GSs),
and T = {1, 2, . . . , T} denotes the set of time periods (e.g.,
months). In addition, poutk,t is the outage probability of GS k in
time period t,1 and P out,reqt is the maximum required system
outage probability in time period t.
Moreover, we make the following assumptions: a)
{poutk,t}k∈K are probabilities of mutually independent events,
∀t ∈ T ,2 b) the system availability is defined as the probability
of having at least one GS available, c) {poutk,t}k∈K, t∈T are sup-
posed to be accurate (i.e., without uncertainty); the uncertainty
in the calculation of outage probabilities is beyond the scope
of this paper, and d) without loss of generality we assume that
poutk,t, P
out,req
t > 0, ∀k ∈ K and ∀t ∈ T .
1In radio-frequency (RF) satellite systems, a GS is in outage when the
rain attenuation exceeds a specific threshold [8], which is determined by the
required bit-error-rate (BER). In optical satellite networks, a GS is in outage
when experiencing cloud blockage [9], [10]. Otherwise, the GS is available.
2This can be achieved if the distance between any two distinct GSs is
sufficiently large, and therefore the spatial correlation of weather conditions is
negligible. Furthermore, this case is quite common and preferable in practice,
so as to take full advantage of site diversity by attaining the highest availability.
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2In order to reduce the cost of installing and operating the
GSs, we study the following cardinality minimization problem:
min
S⊆K
|S| = S
s.t. P avlt (S) ≥ P avl,reqt , ∀t ∈ T
(1)
where S denotes the set of selected GSs, P avlt (S) = 1−
∏
s∈S
pouts,t
is the system availability in time period t achieved by the set S
of GSs (or, equivalently, the probability of having at least one
GS in S available in time period t), and P avl,reqt = 1−P out,reqt
is the minimum required system availability in time period t.
Notice that P avlt (S) ≥ P avl,reqt ⇔
∏
s∈S
pouts,t ≤ P out,reqt , ∀t ∈ T .
III. EQUIVALENT BILP PROBLEM AND NP-HARDNESS
Subsequently, we introduce the vector z = [z1, z2, . . . , zK ]
of binary (0-1) variables. In particular, zk = 1 if k ∈ S, i.e.,
the kth GS is selected (or, equivalently, a GS is installed at
the kth location), otherwise zk = 0. Based on this definition,
we have that |S| = ∑
k∈K
zk and
∏
s∈S
pouts,t =
∏
k∈K
(poutk,t)
zk . As a
result, problem (1) can be written as follows:
min
z
∑
k∈K
zk
s.t.
∏
k∈K
(poutk,t)
zk ≤ P out,reqt , ∀t ∈ T
zk ∈ {0, 1}, ∀k ∈ K
(2)
By taking the logarithms on both sides of the inequality-
constraints and then multiplying by −1, we obtain an equiv-
alent BILP problem:
min
z
g(z) =
∑
k∈K
zk
s.t.
∑
k∈K
αt,kzk ≥ βt, ∀t ∈ T
zk ∈ {0, 1}, ∀k ∈ K
(3)
with αt,k = log(1/poutk,t) and βt = log(1/P
out,req
t ), ∀t ∈ T and
∀k ∈ K. Note that αt,k, βt ≥ 0, since 0 < poutk,t, P out,reqt ≤ 1.
Theorem 1: The equivalent BILP problem (3) is NP-hard.
Proof: In order to prove the NP-hardness of problem
(3), the following property is exploited: if a special case of
a problem is NP-hard, so is the general problem. Now, we
consider the minimum node cover problem (MNCP): Given a
graph G(N , E), with N and E being the sets of nodes and
edges respectively, find a minimum-cardinality set of nodes
N ′ ⊆ N such that {n,m} ∈ E ⇒ n ∈ N ′ or m ∈ N ′.
Furthermore, the MNCP is known to be NP-hard [11] and can
be formulated as the following BILP problem:
min
z
∑
n∈N
zn
s.t. zn + zm ≥ 1, ∀{n,m} ∈ E
zn ∈ {0, 1}, ∀n ∈ N
(4)
Obviously, the NP-hard problem (4) constitutes a special case
of the general problem (3), and so we have Theorem 1.
IV. GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
Since problem (3) is proven to be NP-hard, it cannot be
solved in polynomial time unless P=NP. In other words, it
is rather unlikely that there is an algorithm which finds an
optimal solution and has polynomial complexity in the worst
case. Nevertheless, we will design a global optimization B&B
algorithm of low average-case complexity. B&B is an intelli-
gent technique which recursively splits the search space into
smaller spaces (branching), and uses appropriate bounds on
the optimum value (bounding) to avoid, as much as possible,
the exhaustive enumeration of candidate solutions [11].
Next, consider problem (3) with some variables being fixed:
min
zV
g(zV ; z¯C) =
∑
v∈V
zv +
∑
c∈C
z¯c
s.t.
∑
v∈V
αt,vzv ≥ β′t, ∀t ∈ T
zv ∈ {0, 1}, ∀v ∈ V
(5)
where the sets V and C contain the indices of free and constant
variables respectively (V ∪ C = K, V ∩ C = ∅), zV = [zv]v∈V ,
z¯C = [z¯c]c∈C (with z¯c ∈ {0, 1}, ∀c ∈ C), and β′t = βt −∑
c∈C
αt,cz¯c, ∀t ∈ T . Notice that when V = K and C = ∅,
problem (5) is identical to the original problem (3). Also, zoptV
denotes an optimal solution of problem (5), and |V| = V ≤ K.
Moreover, the following statements can be easily proven:
a) g∗ ≤ g(zoptV ; z¯C), where g∗ is the optimum value of
problem (3), b) if zV is a feasible solution of problem (5), then
[zV ; z¯C ] is a feasible solution of problem (3), and c) necessary-
and-sufficient feasibility condition: problem (5) is feasible ⇔∑
v∈V
αt,v ≥ β′t, ∀t ∈ T (i.e., 1V is a feasible solution).
Now, in order to construct a lower bound on the optimum
value of problem (5), the LP relaxation is exploited, where
the binary constraints (zv ∈ {0, 1}, ∀v ∈ V) are relaxed:
min
zV
g(zV ; z¯C) =
∑
v∈V
zv +
∑
c∈C
z¯c
s.t.
∑
v∈V
αt,vzv ≥ β′t, ∀t ∈ T
0 ≤ zv ≤ 1, ∀v ∈ V
(6)
An optimal solution zLPV of the LP relaxation (problem (6))
can be obtained in polynomial time, using interior-point
methods [12]. In addition, note that: a) the feasibility of
problem (5) implies the feasibility of the LP relaxation,
b) if zLPV ∈ {0, 1}V , then g(zoptV ; z¯C) = g(zLPV ; z¯C), and c)
g(zLPV ; z¯C) ≤ g(zoptV ; z¯C), and because g(zoptV ; z¯C) is an integer,
we have that
⌈
g(zLPV ; z¯C)
⌉ ≤ g(zoptV ; z¯C).
In the sequel, we develop a greedy method to provide
an upper bound on the optimum value of problem (5).
This method is based on the following cost function (CF):
f(zV) =
∑
t∈T
max(dt, 0), with dt = β′t −
∑
v∈V
αt,vzv , ∀t ∈ T ,
which quantifies the total violation of inequality-constraints
induced by the vector zV . Observe that: a) f(zV) ≥ 0, and b)
f(zV) = 0 ⇔
∑
v∈V
αt,vzv ≥ β′t, ∀t ∈ T .
Algorithm 1 presents the CF-based greedy method, where
R = {v ∈ V : zv = 0}. In particular, zV is initialized to the
3Algorithm 1 CF-based greedy method
Input: The BILP problem (5) with
∑
v∈V
αt,v ≥ β′t, ∀t ∈ T
Output: A feasible solution zV of problem (5)
1: zV := 0V , R := V , dt = β′t ∀t ∈ T , f :=
∑
t∈T
max(dt, 0)
2: while f > 0 do
3: n := arg min
r∈R
∑
t∈T
max(dt − αt,r, 0), zn := 1, R := R\{n}
4: dt := dt − αt,n ∀t ∈ T , f :=
∑
t∈T
max(dt, 0)
5: end while
zero vector, and in each iteration we find the index in R which
minimizes the CF when the corresponding 0-variable changes
to 1. Then, this variable is set equal to 1 and its index is
removed from the set R. The algorithm terminates when the
CF equals 0, i.e., all the inequality-constraints are satisfied.
In addition, g(zoptV ; z¯C) ≤ g(zCFV ; z¯C), where zCFV is a feasible
solution of problem (5) obtained from Algorithm 1.
Complexity of Algorithm 1: The complexity of the ith
iteration is Θ(T (V + 1− i)), since |R| = V + 1 − i. From
the input assumption of Algorithm 1 (feasibility condition),
we have that f(1V ) = 0, and therefore Algorithm 1 requires
a maximum of V iterations to terminate. Consequently, the
worst-case complexity of Algorithm 1 is
V∑
i=1
T (V + 1− i) =
T
V∑
j=1
j = TV (V + 1)/2 = Θ(TV 2), i.e., polynomial in the
size of the input.
As concerns the branching procedure in the B&B method,
we choose a branching variable zb (b ∈ V) such that zLPb is the
most “uncertain” fractional variable, i.e., closer to 0.5 than any
other variable in zLPV . Afterwards, problem (5) is decomposed
into two subproblems by setting either zb = 0 or zb = 1:
min
zV\{b}
g(zV\{b}; z¯C∪{b}) =
∑
v∈V\{b}
zv +
∑
c∈C
z¯c
s.t.
∑
v∈V\{b}
αt,vzv ≥ β′t, ∀t ∈ T
zv ∈ {0, 1}, ∀v ∈ V\{b}
(7)
min
zV\{b}
g(zV\{b}; z¯C∪{b}) =
∑
v∈V\{b}
zv +
∑
c∈C
z¯c + 1
s.t.
∑
v∈V\{b}
αt,vzv ≥ β′t − αt,b, ∀t ∈ T
zv ∈ {0, 1}, ∀v ∈ V\{b}
(8)
These subproblems have the same form as problem (5), with
z¯b = 0/1 for subproblem (7)/(8), respectively. Moreover, if g
opt
0
and gopt1 are respectively the optimum values of subproblems
(7) and (8) (assuming that the optimum value of an infeasible
problem equals +∞), then g(zoptV ; z¯C) = min(gopt0 , gopt1 ).
The proposed B&B method is given in Algorithm 2, where
U is the best global upper bound found so far by the algorithm
(g∗ ≤ U), and L is the list of active subproblems that controls
the order in which the subproblems are examined (a generated
subproblem is called active if it has not been examined yet).
Note that L is a first-in-first-out (FIFO) list; this is preferable
Algorithm 2 LP&CF-based B&B method
Input: The original BILP problem (3) with
∑
k∈K
αt,k ≥ βt, ∀t ∈ T
Output: A (globally) optimal solution z∗ of problem (3)
1: z∗ := 1K , U := K, L := {problem (3)}
2: while L 6= ∅ do
3: Remove the front subproblem from the list L,
which has the form of problem (5)
4: if ∃t ∈ T : ∑
v∈V
αt,v < β′t then {continue} end if . Infeasibility
5: Compute an optimal solution zLPV of the LP relaxation (in the form
of problem (6)), using a LP-solver of polynomial complexity
6: if U ≤ ⌈g(zLPV ; z¯C)⌉ then {continue} end if . Pruning
7: if zLPV ∈ {0, 1}V then . Fathoming (integer solution), given that
U >
⌈
g(zLPV ; z¯C)
⌉
= g(zLPV ; z¯C) = g(z
opt
V ; z¯C)
8: U := g(zLPV ; z¯C), z
∗ := [zLPV ; z¯C ], continue
9: end if
10: Compute a feasible solution zCFV of the examined subproblem,
using the CF-based greedy method (Algorithm 1)
11: if g(zCFV ; z¯C) < U then {U := g(z
CF
V ; z¯C), z
∗ := [zCFV ; z¯C ]} end if
12: if
⌈
g(zLPV ; z¯C)
⌉
= g(zCFV ; z¯C) then {continue} end if . Fathoming
13: Select a branching variable zb
(
b := arg min
v∈V
∣∣zLPv − 0.5∣∣), and then
generate two new subproblems in the form of problems (7) and (8)
14: Insert the generated subproblems at the end of the list L
15: end while
when “good” upper bounds are available in order to “prune”
the search space as early as possible.
Furthermore, the B&B method performs three fundamental
operations, where no further investigation is needed for the
examined subproblem: 1) Infeasibility: the examined sub-
problem is infeasible, 2) Pruning: the examined subproblem
cannot produce a better solution (U ≤ ⌈g(zLPV ; z¯C)⌉), and 3)
Fathoming: an optimal solution of the examined subproblem
is found; this occurs when the solution of the LP relaxation is
integer (zLPV ∈ {0, 1}V ), or when
⌈
g(zLPV ; z¯C)
⌉
= g(zCFV ; z¯C)
which implies g(zoptV ; z¯C) = g(z
CF
V ; z¯C). Finally, Algorithm 2
produces a nonincreasing sequence of global upper bounds
U , and after its termination U = g∗ since all the generated
subproblems have been examined (L = ∅).
Complexity of Algorithm 2: The complexity of each it-
eration is mainly restricted by the LP-solver (polynomial
complexity O((T + V )1.5V 2) [12]) as well as Algorithm 1,
so it is O((T + V )1.5V 2 + TV 2) = O((T + V )1.5V 2) =
O((T +K)1.5K2). Furthermore, in each iteration we examine
one subproblem, while we generate at most two new sub-
problems by fixing one of the free variables. Therefore, the
number of iterations/subproblems is ≤
K∑
j=0
2j = 2K+1 − 1 =
O(2K). Overall, the worst-case complexity of Algorithm 2 is
O(2K(T +K)1.5K2), i.e., exponential in the size of the input.
Although the original BILP problem (3) is probably intractable
in the worst case (due to its NP-hardness), the most difficult
problem instances may rarely occur in practice (because of
their special structure), so the average-case complexity may
be a more appropriate measure of an algorithm’s efficiency.
Specifically, assuming a probability distribution over problem
4TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH EXISTING METHODS: AVERAGE # OF
SELECTED GSS (PERCENTAGE OF PROBLEMS OPTIMALLY SOLVED)
K
METHOD
GHA [7] CHA [7] Algorithm 2
10 9.89 (96%) 9.87 (97%) 9.84 (100%)
15 11.89 (55%) 11.70 (68%) 11.36 (100%)
20 11.15 (33%) 10.74 (60%) 10.33 (100%)
25 10.62 (17%) 10.00 (63%) 9.62 (100%)
30 10.14 (24%) 9.65 (58%) 9.23 (100%)
TABLE II
ITERATIONS REQUIRED BY ALGORITHM 2
K
Total # of
iterations
[mean (standard
deviation)]
# of iterations until a
global minimum is found
for the 1st time [mean
(standard deviation)]
Upper bound on
the total # of
iterations
[= 2K+1 − 1]
10 1.93 (2.37) 0.22 (0.71) > 2× 103
15 14.23 (15.61) 6.04 (10.30) > 6× 104
20 41.37 (57.01) 15.86 (38.91) > 2× 106
25 87.74 (117.14) 27.52 (75.55) > 6× 107
30 117.90 (204.85) 28.42 (121.32) > 2× 109
instances, the average-case complexity of Algorithm 2 is
O(M(T +K)1.5K2), where M is the mean/average num-
ber of iterations. Observe that if M = poly(T,K), where
poly(T,K) is some polynomial in T and K, then Algorithm
2 will have polynomial-time complexity in the average case.3
Nevertheless, the average-case complexity of the B&B method
is very challenging to study theoretically, so we resort to a
numerical analysis in Section V.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the performance of the designed B&B
algorithm is evaluated through a series of problem instances.
More specifically, the following simulation parameters have
been considered: K ∈ {10, 15, 20, 25, 30}, T = 12, P avl,reqt =
99.9%, ∀t ∈ T , and 200 independent feasible problems (for
each value of K) with the outage probabilities {poutk,t}k∈K, t∈T
being uniformly distributed in the interval [0.1, 1].
Firstly, we compare Algorithm 2 with state-of-the-art meth-
ods. As shown in Table I, GHA exhibits the lowest perfor-
mance, while Algorithm 2 significantly outperforms the other
two methods. Moreover, for K ∈ {15, 20, 25, 30}, GHA and
CHA attain a globally optimal solution in less than 70%
of cases.4 On the other hand, Algorithm 2 is theoretically
guaranteed to find the global optimum in all cases.
Furthermore, we examine the complexity of Algorithm 2
in terms of the required iterations (recall that each iteration
has polynomial-time complexity). According to Table II, the
3Note that an exhaustive-enumeration algorithm, despite its global optimal-
ity, requires T
K∑
j=1
(K
j
)
= T (2K − 1) = Θ(2KT ) comparisons in all cases,
thus having exponential complexity in both the worst and the average case.
4Although the worst-case complexity of both GHA and CHA is Θ(TK2),
these heuristic methods do not provide any performance guarantee.
Fig. 1. Progress of Algorithm 2 for a simulation scenario with K = 20.
Global minimum = 10, total number of iterations = 85, and number of
iterations until a global minimum is found for the 1st time = 77.
B&B method requires extremely few iterations on average
(with small standard deviation) compared to the upper bound
2K+1−1. Thus, Algorithm 2 has low average-case complexity.
Finally, Fig. 1 illustrates the progress of the B&B method
for a specific problem. In particular, we can observe: 1) the
nonincreasing sequence of global upper bounds U , and 2) that
the number of active subproblems |L| = L is equal to 1 at the
beginning of the algorithm, and becomes 0 in the last iteration.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this article, we have studied the optimal selection of GSs
in satellite systems with site diversity. Furthermore, we have
developed a global optimization algorithm, which can provide
significant cost savings for the network operator. Finally,
according to the numerical results, the proposed B&B method
exhibits low average-case complexity, while achieving much
higher performance than existing algorithms.
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